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ABSTRACT
In order to adequately account for nanometer effects during tim-
ing analysis, archaic standard cell models must be replaced. Sim-
plifying assumptions used during characterization, such as nearly
linear voltage inputs or lumped-capacitance loads, are no longer
valid. Signal integrity analysis further complicates the character-
ization process because the typical voltage waveform used during
characterization does not contain a noise component. This paper
introduces two new technologies for standard cell and interconnect
timing analysis: Blade and Razor. Blade is a novel cell model and
runtime engine based on current flow. Razor is the accompanying
interconnect model. Both Blade and Razor produce and consume
arbitrary voltage waveforms with near-SPICE accuracy at speeds
tens of thousands of times faster than SPICE.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.2 [Design Aids]: Simulation

General Terms
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Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stage delay (the delay between a point of the voltage waveform

used to drive the input of a cell to a point of the voltage waveform
at the next cell being driven) has long been dominated by intercon-
nect delay. As a result, research has focused on faster and more
accurate algorithms to analyze interconnect while largely ignoring
cell delay. The majority of the cell models used in today’s IC de-
sign flows consist of lookup tables or characteristic equations that
rely on linear (ramp) voltage inputs and simplified loads and that
create linear (ramp) output voltage waveform approximations.

Interconnect models consume the linear voltage waveform de-
scriptions produced by these cell models and produce voltage wave-
forms for consumption by downstream cell models. These inter-
connect models are well-suited for the simplified approximations
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created by existing cell models but do not scale well when used in
conjunction with more complex input voltage waveform represen-
tations. Furthermore, the arbitrary waveforms produced by these
interconnect models are simplified (linearized) for consumption by
these cell models.

This paper introduces Blade and Razor as solutions to these chal-
lenges. Blade is the first high-speed cell model and accompanying
runtime engine that can both produce and consume arbitrary volt-
age waveforms, including noisy waveforms, at near-SPICE accu-
racy. The Blade model is also the first cell model to operate on
arbitrary loads including lumped-C, π-models, trees, and meshes.
Razor adds a SPICE-accurate interconnect model to create a stage-
delay model. This interconnect model consumes the arbitrarily
complex voltage waveform created by the Blade model and ac-
curately calculates the resulting waveform used to drive the next
Blade model, all at speeds 5-6 orders of magnitude faster than
SPICE.

2. BACKGROUND
Accurate electrical performance of a cell under all operating con-

ditions for any arbitrary input waveform and output loading is only
possible with a CPU-intensive circuit simulation program such as
SPICE [10]. However, this CPU overhead precludes its use as the
primary timing or power analysis application in the IC design flow.
Thus, simplified cell models have been created for the rapid esti-
mation of a cell’s behavior within other analysis applications.

Cell models have traditionally been created by placing a capaci-
tive load on the output pin of the cell, supplying the input pin with a
rising or falling voltage waveform, and measuring the response [3].
Other characterization variables include temperature, voltage level,
and process corner. By altering the environment under which these
measurements are taken, a cell model can be created.

Many different forms of cell models exist. Two of the most popu-
lar forms, characteristic equation and lookup table, are used exten-
sively by existing commercial applications. More accurate but less
commercially successful forms have been proposed, such as the lin-
ear time-varying voltage source and associated resistance proposed
in [5] and refined in [1]. In [4] the authors extend the Thevenin
equivalent model of [5] to more accurately model nonlinear tails
exhibited when driving highly resistive interconnect. While many
cell models have been derived by measuring voltages, other mod-
els have focused on measuring current flow into or out of a cell.
Examples of these models include [6] and [7].

Once the voltage waveform produced by a cell has been deter-
mined, it must be processed by an interconnect model to determine
the voltage waveform to pass to the next cell model in the path.
Moment-matching techniques have become the de facto standard
in the derivation of interconnect models. Asymptotic Waveform
Evaluation, or AWE [11], uses the moments of the step response
to approximate the dominant poles of a linear interconnect circuit.
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Techniques pioneered by RICE [12] have been incorporated into
many different interconnect analysis applications in which the driv-
ing voltage can be approximated by a linear ramp. Other tech-
niques, like recursive convolution [2] and FTD [8] were developed
to accommodate more complex voltage waveforms, though their
performance rapidly degrades as the number of segments describ-
ing the waveform increases.

Unfortunately, existing voltage-based cell models are unable to
cope with effects such as noise or highly resistive interconnect that
can significantly alter the shape of the input voltage waveform from
the waveform used during characterization, leading to inaccurate
timing analysis. Existing current-based models, while more dy-
namic in nature, can still exhibit large variations from SPICE when
presented with complex interconnect models or non-monotonic in-
put voltage waveforms. This paper introduces a new model, Blade,
that meets these specifications.

In order to take advantage of the accuracy associated with a new
cell model, arbitrary voltage waveforms must be accurately propa-
gated through an interconnect model. Both FTD and recursive con-
volution can propagate arbitrary waveforms, but these approaches
are only efficient when the volume of data is small. Razor offers a
new, more effective model.

3. Blade
There are two components of the Blade runtime environment:

the model and the runtime engine. The runtime engine uses tran-
sient analysis to evaluate the Blade current model.

3.1 The Blade Model
The Blade model, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of a voltage-

controlled current source, an internal capacitance (Cinternal), and
a time shift of the output waveform. This model represents the
electrical performance from an input pin to an output pin under the
conditions from which the current source was derived.

Arbitrary

out

C internal

V in V out

V in

Current
Model

Blade

LoadV

Figure 1: The Blade model consists of a voltage-controlled
current source with a constant internal capacitance and input
waveform time shift driving an arbitrary load.

Derivation of a Blade model is accomplished in two steps. The
first step is to determine the amount of current sourced by a cell in
response to voltage levels on the input and output pins of interest,
iout(Vin, Vout). Specifically, for a given process corner, voltage,
and temperature, a DC voltage supply is attached to the input pin
of interest and another to the output pin of interest. The two voltage
sources are then swept from Vss to Vdd and the current sourced by
the cell’s output pin is measured to create an I-V table.

The Blade runtime engine uses the I-V table to determine a cell’s
transient response to input voltage waveforms and output pin load-
ing. However, a response derived exclusively from the DC-based
I-V table results in an overly optimistic timing analysis as the DC
sweep of the input and output ignores the effects of parasitic ele-
ments within the cell. The effects of these parasitics must be in-

cluded within the final Blade model. The calibration program de-
termines these parameters.

Calibration of the Blade model involves the determination of
an internal capacitive load (Cinternal) which, when applied to the
Blade model, results in a transient waveform that matches a SPICE-
generated waveform for the cell under identical conditions. Once
the waveform shapes have been matched, a time shift is calculated
by examining the time difference between the 50% points of the
SPICE output and the calibrated Blade output. A single SPICE
transient analysis is sufficient to calibrate that input/output pin pair
for any arbitrary input waveform and output load.

Compound cells (cells that consist of two or more logic func-
tions like the OR gate or the AND gate) require this process to be
performed twice: once for the logic function at the input and once
for the logic driving the output. Thus, an OR gate model would
consist of two current sources and require two calibration runs.

3.2 The Blade Runtime Engine
The Blade model is evaluated by the Blade runtime engine. The

runtime engine accepts as input an arbitrary voltage waveform and
output load and produces the voltage response at the output pin.
This engine consists of a small nonlinear solver based on secant
iteration. Unlike Newton-Raphson iteration, secant iteration can
solve systems of equations when lookup tables are employed. Fur-
thermore, secant converges upon an answer only slightly slower
than Newton-Raphson [9].

Like SPICE, Blade can drive any arbitrary load including sim-
ple capacitive loads, π-models, or complex interconnect networks.
Techniques employed to optimize SPICE for speed can also be
applied to Blade for similar performance enhancements including
variable time-step sizes, error tolerance specification and matrix
pivoting and reduction techniques. Additionally, interconnect re-
duction techniques such as those pioneered in AWE can also be
applied.

3.3 Noise Immunity
Cells differ from one another in the way that they respond to

voltage waveforms that include distortions due to noise. Some cells
are relatively noise tolerant while others exhibit dramatic variations
in the shape of the output voltage waveforms. The response of a cell
to noise imposed on its input signal is largely dependent upon the
intrinsic noise immunity of the cell.

The standard formulation of the Blade model, consisting of a
voltage-controlled current source and an internal capacitor, unin-
tentionally disregards the noise immunity characteristics of a cell.
To alleviate the problem of incorrect noise modeling, an enhance-
ment to the Blade model, called the noise immunity filter, has been
developed. This noise rejection filter conditions the input signal
to correct for the lost noise immunity in the model. Specifically, a
single-pole low-pass filter is used, thereby reducing the undesirable
high-frequency transfer characteristic of the original Blade model.
This filter can be thought of as a simple RC segment applied to the
input signal prior to use by the Blade model.

4. Razor
The output of a Blade transient analysis is a time-indexed voltage

array. While the Blade engine can operate using either variable
or fixed time steps, time steps within the current implementation
are uniform. Thus, for a 1 nanosecond transient analysis period
with a 1 picosecond time-step, a 1000-segment piecewise linear
(PWL) description is computed. This PWL represents the voltage
waveform that must propagate through the interconnect accurately
and efficiently to determine the voltage waveform at each cell being
driven. By taking advantage of the fixed step-size, a simple and
efficient calculation of the voltage at a node in the interconnect can
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be done. Note that a time-indexed array in which the time steps are
not uniform can easily be converted into an array with a constant
time step.

Using a moment-matching technique such as AWE, nth-order
reduced interconnect models can be constructed for each intercon-
nect sink (the point at which the interconnect and cell being driven
are connected) driven by vin(t). Given n poles and residues of a
sink node (p and k, respectively) driven by a saturated ramp input
voltage of slope A, the voltage at the sink at time t, v(t), can be
described by a reduced-order model of the form given in (1) where
τ is the point in time after which the voltage remains constant.

v(t) =





A[t −
n∑

i=1

ki

pi
(1 − epit)] if t < τ

A[t −
n∑

i=1

ki

pi
(1 − epit)]−

A[(t − τ ) −
n∑

i=1

ki

pi
(1 − epi(t−τ))] if t ≥ τ

(1)

Recursive convolution extends this concept to accommodate a
PWL description consisting of many individual segments. Razor
is a novel implementation of recursive convolution that takes ad-
vantage of the fixed time-step size used in Blade to calculate effi-
ciently and accurately the voltage waveforms at each interconnect
sink node. Razor is an O(sp) algorithm where s is the number of
time-steps and p is the number of poles.

Razor achieves its speed through the calculation of partial sums
of the fully-factored saturated ramp equation given in (1). Consider
a two-pole representation of a RC interconnect sink with an infinite
ramp of slope A driving it. For a fixed time-step size of ∆t, v(t) =
v(i∆t). The contribution of PWL segment j after time i∆t (where
i ≥ j) is given by (2).

Aj [(i− j)∆t− (
k1

p1
− k1

p1
ep1(i−j)∆t +

k2

p2
− k2

p2
ep2(i−j)∆t)] (2)

Rearranging terms yields (3).

Aj [(i− j)∆t− (
k1

p1
+

k2

p2
)+

k1

p1
ep1(i−j)∆t +

k2

p2
ep2(i−j)∆t] (3)

The Razor interconnect model independently calculates each of
these components and adds the partial sums.

v(t) = v(i∆t) =

4∑
m=1

Sm(i∆t) (4)

S1(i∆t) =
i∑

j=1

Aj∆t = Ai∆t + S1((i − 1)∆t) (5)

S2(i∆t) = −Ai(
k1

p1
+

k2

p2
) (6)

S3(i∆t) = (Ai − Ai−1)
k1

p1
ep1∆t + ep1∆tS3((i − 1)∆t) (7)

S4(i∆t) = (Ai − Ai−1)
k2

p2
ep2∆t + ep2∆tS4((i − 1)∆t) (8)

A similar derivation can be made for RLC circuits (with imagi-
nary pole and residue components) as well as for higher order rep-
resentations.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Blade modeling system and runtime engine were written in

C++ and compiled under RedHat Linux 7.1 using G++. Results are
compared against runs under HSPICE 2001.4 for RedHat Linux

7.1. All runs, Blade and HSPICE, were made on a 1800+ AMD
Athlon (1.533GHz clock speed) system using identical transient
time-step sizes and limits. Only the transient analysis portion of
the HSPICE run is presented for comparison. The CPU time asso-
ciated with the other aspects of the HSPICE run are not considered
in order to present an “apples to apples” comparison.

5.1 Cell Modeling
Blade models were created for cells in a 0.13µm, 1.5V produc-

tion cell library using parasitically extracted netlists. The input and
output voltages were swept from 0V to 1.5V in 0.05V increments,
yielding a 31×31 I-V table. HSPICE was used to perform both the
DC simulation from which the I-V table data was measured and the
calibration run.

An automated test system was constructed to validate the Blade
model and runtime engine. Several hundred Blade models were
constructed for a large variety of cell types and input/output pin
combinations. These models were evaluated using a variety of dif-
ferent input voltage waveforms (from simple linear ramps to noisy
voltage waveforms) and output loads (from lumped-C loads to 2-
segment π-models), and their results were compared to HSPICE
runs under identical conditions. In all cases the waveforms pro-
duced by the Blade models matched their HSPICE counterparts to
within 1-2%. Figures 2 and 3 graphically depict typical HSPICE
and Blade results.
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Figure 2: Three falling ramps drive an inverter loaded with π-
model to create distinct tail. The output of the inverter drives a
2-input XOR with a π-model load.

Unlike SPICE, the Blade model runtime is independent of the
number of transistors or parasitics in the cell netlist. The experi-
mental results shown in Table 1 are for a 1 picosecond step size
and a 1 nanosecond transient analysis period (1001 nonlinear itera-
tions). On the average, 1 nonlinear iteration took 125 nanoseconds
to complete. The OR gate took twice as long since it consists of 2
Blade models.
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Figure 3: A noisy input waveform drives an inverter to produce
an output waveform exhibiting noise.
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Some cells, such as the INV, were highly sensitive to the pres-
ence of noise in the input waveform. Others, such as the largest
AOI in the library, exhibited a high degree of intrinsic noise immu-
nity. In the case of the AOI, SPICE-accurate results were achieved
using a noise filter with RC time constant of 0.026 nanoseconds
and a time offset of 0.113 nanoseconds.

Number of Elements HSPICE Blade
Cell X C D R Time Time Speedup

AOI 18 118 4 141 0.67s 129µsec 5,200
INV 8 59 1 72 0.35s 125µsec 2,800
OR 14 95 2 127 0.53s 250µsec 2,120

XOR 35 316 3 345 2.23s 122µsec 18,300

Table 1: Blade and HSPICE runtimes are shown for various
cells. The number of transistors (X), capacitors (C), diodes (D),
and resistors (R) within the parasitically extracted netlist for
each cell is also shown.

5.2 Stage Modeling
Razor is written in C++ and can run as part of the Blade runtime

engine to produce stage delay values or in a stand-alone mode to
simply compute interconnect delay. When used in conjunction with
Blade, the fixed-time-step PWL created by Blade during model
evaluation is transparently passed to Razor to compute the inter-
connect delay. When used in stand-alone mode, the input can be
any arbitrary PWL representing a voltage waveform. If the PWL
does not use a fixed time-step, a new fixed-time-step PWL is cre-
ated to approximate the input.

For a given number of segments to describe a voltage waveform
and a given number of poles to represent the interconnect, Razor
executes in a fixed time period. Whereas Blade uses a nonlinear
solver to determine current flow from the Blade model to its load,
Razor uses a purely deterministic solution for interconnect analysis.

Table 2 summarizes some of the performance results exhibited
by Razor. Results are shown for a 1 nanosecond transient analysis
using a 1 picosecond step size.
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Figure 4: A noisy signal output by an AOI cell drives an inter-
connect load. Razor results at 3 terminal points of the inter-
connect are nearly identical to those produced when HSPICE
modeled the cell and interconnect simultaneously.

As shown in Fig. 4, Razor is not limited to monotonic wave-
forms. The noisy waveform created by Blade in the previous sec-
tion can be consumed by the Razor interconnect model just as eas-
ily and accurately.

PWL Razor HSPICE
Segments Poles Time Time Speedup

1000 2 80µsec 1.2s 15,000
500 2 44µsec 1.2s 27,300

1000 4 115µsec 1.2s 10,500
1000 2 82µsec 2.7s 33,000
800 2 63µsec 2.7s 43,000

Table 2: Razor and HSPICE results are shown for sample RC
trees.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Modeling requirements for accurate analysis of nanometer de-

signs are growing faster than the ability to create models using the
traditional characterization process. A new model that properly
handles dynamic effects of noisy and elongated input waveforms
and that evaluates rapidly and accurately is required to meet these
demands. Blade is a high performance, accurate runtime model and
evaluation engine that meets these challenges. Razor adds an inter-
connect model to create a comprehensive solution to the problem
of analyzing stage delay. Together these innovative models set a
new standard for cell and interconnect timing analysis.
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